
Minister through the Word  

In small groups develop real-life scenarios that real people are struggling with. (Eating disorder, sleeping with 

boyfriend, suicidal, depression, etc…) 

After SG has decided on 4-5 scenarios spend 10 minutes in silence as group members find scripture to reference in 

dealing with each situation. 

Explain that there are several ways to approach a situation Biblically.  Depending on how you approach the situation 

informs what types of scripture you use and how you use it. 

Leader defines reality from a Jesus perspective… 

 Insight & Foresight 

 

 Comfort- many people do not know God’s love and run from Him in guilt. Comfort ministry connects a person 

to God’s love, his hope, his body and future redemption in Jesus. 

 Theological- sometime people just don’t know about what God says, therefore being unable to respond 

appropriately to His love. Theological ministry is stating the truth about who God is through His Word.  This 

doesn’t always mean teaching like in a classroom but you must present the truth in a relevant form. 

 Corrective- many of us need to be only reminded of the truths we already know about God. Corrective 

ministry brings a reminder to a person in a gentle but firm way so that they can remember what the Word 

says about their life. 

 Rebuke- we all have our moments of rebellion where we know what God says and what everyone else says 

we just won’t listen. Rebuking is usually very direct and will be seen as “tough love”. 

 

 Ex. micro church member sleeping with boyfriend. 

Are they a Christian?  Have you talked about it before?  Do they know they shouldn’t do it?  Have they come 

from a condemnation background or are they just being rebellious?   These are all questions that affect how 

you approach them and what scripture you use. 

 

Come together in small groups and discuss what scriptures everyone has discovered and what avenues they would 

take as a group to minister through the Word.   

 

Take time to pray for all these scenarios 



Vision Casting Mode  
In general there is an overarching expectation to MAKE DISCIPLES…it has to be the foundation of our micro church 

vision…multiplication is in Christianity’s DNA. 

 

How to share your small group vision: 

1. SHARE IT- Share it at the next couple gatherings…it’s for new people and current 

2. CLARITY- short and concise 

3. PASSION- let it come from the deep parts of your heart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluate your micro church on the 

Continuum of making disciples 

Small Group----------------------------------------------------------------------Micro Church (being the church) 

[Does not make converts        [reaches out, makes disciples, 

or expand kingdom…exists for yourself]      multiplies believers into mission] 

 

Communal Evangelism- together we win people to Christ…together we become a net (stands in contrast with individual 

forms of evangelism- fishing pole)… we need each other to grow deep and reach wide. 

NOW  

What are you trying to accomplish NOW… 

Examples: 1) hear God’s voice, 2) experience authentic love, 3) engage the Words of Jesus, 4) go deep with God 

and each other 

 

What is your vision for your micro church NOW? (next few weeks) 

THEN… Begin with the end in mind 

What are you trying to become…the future of your group…what can we expect...how will we grow? 

Examples:  1) share the gospel with everyone on this street  2) launch another micro church,  3) raise up another 

ministry venture   4) 35 impacted with 5 leaders launching 2 new ministries…] 

 

What is your vision for your micro church THEN? (by end of year) 

 

 


